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From Bystander to Upstander:

If Something Doesn't Feel Right...

- Tell a caring adult
  - a parent/relative, teacher, coach, neighbor.
- Report suspicious activities
to the San Francisco Police Department
  Special Victims Unit: 415-553-0123.

Taking Action Against Abuse.
From Bystander

Taking Action

Against Abuse

To Upstander
From Bystander to Upstander: Taking Action Against Abuse

If it can happen anywhere, it can happen to anyone.
From Bystander to Upstnder: Taking Action Against Abuse
In a world where her options are supposed to be limitless, here she is somehow powerless, voiceless, and has become a victim.
From Bystander to Upstander

Taking Action Against Abuse
"FROM BYStander to UpStander"

Please Let
ABUSE NO
NOW
STOP

There be peace
Freedom, love, hope and respect

Violence

Beating

By: Electra Frase

Stop Taking Action Against